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Windows on the Cross 2004-02-25 society today shows signs of
disintegration institutions such as the monarchy parliament and the
church itself have come under intense scrutiny and deeply disturbing
weaknesses have been exposed we are bombarded with news of wars and
injustice and the advance of science poses new moral dilemmas that leave
us confused and looking for help in the midst of such perplexity tom smail
invites us to survey the wondrous cross not he says to find instant
answers to particular questions but so that we can find our bearings
and our confidence in the way god deals with confusion and
destructiveness in the world we can also discover there clues about
how we might respond to the difficult situations we have to face the
book examines many different perspectives on the cross from the new
testament themes of reconciliation sacrifice justice and freedom to the
more contemporary approaches of sharing of suffering and victory over
sin throughout tom smail seeks to instruct and explain the biblical
teaching unlocking its meaning and motivating us to a fresh devotional
and practical response to what god has done for us in the death of jesus
windows on the cross contains questions at the end of each chapter and
is ideal for reflective reading by individuals and groups it will be widely
welcomed
The Cross 2010-04-02 a question has challenged the human conscience
for two thousand years how are we to explain the presence of jesus
christ in this world or who indeed was jesus christ a man like the rest of
men or was he a divine person why was it that well practiced soldiers
who failed to fulfill their commission to arrest him said never man spoke
like this man the early church confirmed the apostles declaration that
jesus christ was the eternal son of god and that he came into the world
to fulfill a messianic redemptive assignment christ jesus the apostle to
the gentiles explained came into the world to save sinners in the cross its
meaning and message in a postmodern world douglas vickers sees the
cross as the watershed of history the divine objectives that the cross
addressed bear vitally on the human condition vitiated as that is by the
entailment of sin in an age in which postmodernist claims have rejected
absolute criteria of truth and validity the christ of the cross provides
the only refuge for those burdened by the search for meaning the cross
explores the way of reconciliation between god and man it affirms the
apostolic claim that in christ are hid all the treasures of wisdom and
knowledge
The Cross in Tradition, History, and Art 1898 this work discusses the
cross throughout history from prehistoric times to modern day found



within are chapters entitled cross before the christian era and in
prehistoric times types of the cross early form and use of the cross
legends of the cross true cross and its traditionary history title of the
cross doctrinal teaching of the crucifixion cross and crucifix in early
christian art various types of crosses varieties of the cross objects
with the cross on them sign of the cross puritan objections to the cross
and miscellaneous crosses b n
The Cross (Pack Of 25) 2001-01-31 there have been few methods of
execution more torturous or more excruciatingly painful than
crucifixion and the romans mastered it by design death on a cross was
not quick no vital organs were damaged so it was a slow agonizing
demise soldiers would first whip the victim with a scourge and then force
him to carry his own crossbeam to the execution site once suspended on a
cross the hours in a strained position took its toll on the individual s
body causing difficulty in breathing and often suffocation some victims
died of heart failure and sometimes a person would hang alive for days
finally succumbing to death as a welcomed relief it wasn t until a d 337
that crucifixion was banned in rome by the first christian emperor
constantine the great but by then thousands had been tortured on a
cross including one named jesus christ interestingly enough it was out of
reverence for this very jesus that constantine outlawed this method of
execution three centuries later when jesus was crucified he voluntarily
took the guilt of your sins and mine to the cross with him as death drew
near the son of god summoned all of his human strength and said it is
finished what did that mean it is finished it meant that there was no more
need for bloodshed never again would innocent lambs have to be
sacrificed to atone for man s sins as had been done in old testament times
the blood flow was finished our salvation had been paid for in full a
famous preacher of yesteryear explained it in this fashion as jesus blood
the blood of god coursed down the crude roman cross and into the sand
it was as if the sand whispered to a blade of grass it is finished the blade
of grass leaned toward a tree and said it is finished the tree lifted its
leafy limbs heavenward and shouted to an eagle it is finished the soaring
eagle rose higher and higher and screamed to the whole earth it is finished
and so it was finished my sin and yours were paid for with the precious
blood of christ though there were thousands of men who were crucified
only the crucifixion of the sinless son of god was worthy to be part of
god s eternal plan for man s salvation the cross should be a constant
reminder to each of us of the goodness of god in allowing his only son to
die in that manner and especially to die in our place there is only one



reason you he gave his life for you and for me so each of us is personally
responsible for receiving or rejecting god s offer of cleansing from our
sins the thing that makes jesus experience with crucifixion so unique and
supreme is that he was taken from the cross placed in a sealed tomb and
after three days rose from the dead he ever lives to be our savior and
lord thus god s plan for our salvation was made complete although it
cost jesus everything to pay for your sins and mine he makes it very easy
for us to know him personally and to be saved we are the sinners he is the
sacrifice we have the problem he is the provider here is god s plan of
salvation for you and me according to the bible first admit that you are
lost and need a savior for there is not a just man upon earth that doeth
good and sinneth not ecclesiastes 7 20 all have sinned and come short of
the glory of god romans 3 23 second realize that a heavy penalty is on
your sin except ye repent ye shall all likewise perish luke 13 3 wherefore
as by one man adam sin entered into the world and death by sin and so
death passed upon all men for that all have sinned romans 5 12 third
acknowledge that god made a way for you to be saved for god so loved
the world that he gave his only begotten son that whosoever believeth
in him should not perish but have everlasting life john 3 16 he humbled
himself and became obedient unto death even the death of the cross
philippians 2 8 fourth accept god s plan for your salvation today he
jesus is able also to save them to the uttermost that come unto god by
him seeing he ever liveth to make intercession for them hebrews 7 25 but
as many as received him jesus to them gave he power to become the sons
of god even to them that believe on his name john 1 12 read the following
prayer several times and then earnestly pray that prayer accepting
christ personally and god will forgive your sins and make you one of his
own dear lord jesus i confess that i am a guilty sinner and that i need to
be saved i believe that jesus died on the cross to pay my sin debt please
forgive my sins come into my heart and save my soul i turn my life over
to you help me to live for you from now on amen if you have received
christ as your personal savior welcome to the family of god please send
your name and address to the address below and additional literature
will be sent to you to help you in your new life with christ
In the Shadow of the Cross: The Deeper Meaning of Calvary 2007-02-01
the fallen cross stands as a symbol for the spiritual condition of the
church of jesus christ in the early days of the twenty first century in
many places and many churches the cross has fallen to the ground
instead of boasting in the cross we have neglected it substituting in its
place religious activity and therapeutic language designed to help us feel



better about ourselves and yet when the story is truly told it must be
said that christianity is supremely the religion of the cross at the center
of our faith a dying man hangs suspended between heaven and earth
pastor ray pritchard takes a fresh look at the cross and the god man on
it and asks who is he why is he there what are the words he is speaking
what did the cross mean to god what did the cross mean to satan what
does the cross mean to you today pastor ray pritchard asks these
spiritually provocative questions in what will prove to be a spiritual
tonic for your soul center your world around the anchor of our faith
the cross discover the atonement found where grace and wrath meet
linger at the foot of the cross
In the Shadow of the Cross 2019-02-15 how could things deteriorate
so quickly in twenty four hours from a banquet to a burial the dark
shadow of the executioner s cross sliced across that unforgettable
day a tragic day yet planned by a sovereign god watch anew as jesus
prays his prayer of submission to the father s will as he passes through
the sting of betrayal as he faces undaunted the inhumane and hateful
treatment and as he speaks unexpected last words that leave a legacy
of love walk with jesus from the garden to the tomb to that first
easter morning the dawning of hope and joy for the shadow of the cross
is the anguished prelude to the best news you will ever hear he is risen
Cross Examinations 2014-07-31 in today s theological landscape the
significance of the cross has become strongly affirmed and radically
questioned this exciting volume gathers theologians and historians who
have thought through these critical and constructive issues do
traditional understandings of the cross valorize suffering or violence
are the older soteriological models which see redemption as a kind of
ransom or debt satisfaction fitting for the contemporary worldview do
they produce a piety that acquiesces in needless suffering or does the
cross precisely meet the massive suffering and injustice of today s world
following an expert introduction to the issues and options by editor
marit trelstad each author addresses the christian symbol of the cross
in the context of current theological sociological political or
environmental issues
The Cross 2016-01-07 what do you think and feel about the cross of
christ you live in a christian land you probably attend the worship of a
christian church you have perhaps been baptized in the name of christ you
profess and call yourself a christian all this is well it is more than can
be said of millions in the world but all this is no answer to my question
what do you think and feel about the cross of christ i want to tell you



what the greatest christian that ever lived thought of the cross of
christ he has written down his opinion he has given his judgment in words
that cannot be mistaken the man i mean is the apostle paul the place
where you will find his opinion is in the letter which the holy ghost
inspired him to write to the galatians and the words in which his judgment
is set down are these god forbid that i should glory save in the cross of
our lord jesus christ now what did paul mean by saying this he meant to
declare strongly that he trusted in nothing but jesus christ crucified for
the pardon of his sins and the salvation of his soul let others if they
would look elsewhere for salvation let others if they were so disposed
trust in other things for pardon and peace for his part the apostle was
determined to rest on nothing lean on nothing build his hope on nothing
place confidence in nothing glory in nothing except the cross of jesus
christ
The Work of the Cross 2017-11-17 many know of the cross but do not
know or understand its power we hear of christ being crucified but do
not see why it is so important and exactly all that it has done for the
world in this book every accomplishment of the cross is described clearly
it goes deep into what truly happened when jesus gave his life up for
everyone in the world it demonstrates and tests many doctrines taught
about the cross and even salvation if you want to go deep and learn
why jesus death was and is the most powerful action in the world then
you must read this book it is truth based solely on the bible about the
greatest act in human history
What Does the Cross Mean to You? 1852 are you living your faith to
its fullest are you experiencing gods perfect love perfect forgiveness
perfect freedom perfect hope and perfect acceptance what does the cross
mean to you a twenty one day journey to wholeness is author corville
peters invitation to embark on a path of discovery each day you will
explore a benefit and or blessing available to you at the cross and learn
how to release your faith for its application and reflection in your life
corville guides you every step of the way as you discover new ways to
experience the power of the cross of jesus christ and reach a new
consciousness you need not go another day feeling defeated by your
circumstances youll no longer question whether you are living your
faith optimally you will feel it what does the cross mean to you a
twenty one day journey to wholeness brings you to personal victory in
the finished work of the cross take the challenge and experience the power
of the cross released in your life
Hanging by a Thread 2017-09-05 sam wells reflects on the challenges



to our understanding of christ s crucifixion that arise today exploring
contemporary ideas in history biblical studies and philosophy he reflects
on six biblical stories and discovers that in the face of these challenges
the cross has an enduring power to shape how we live
The Cross 2000 andrew murray relates in this work the importance of
the cross to christian belief and to the lessons which jesus christ
wanted to teach all of mankind although demonstratively brief murray s
explanations contain a conviction and poignancy explaining the
centrality and vitality of the crucifix to the christian faith the
crucifixion s importance in christ s message and destiny and the reasons
behind why his spirit was led to a painful end upon the cross are keenly
discussed by murray he delivers explanations of the cross as a symbol of
christian attainment wherein god takes possession of the human soul and
frees it from sin for eternity andrew murray authored 200 works on the
religion and ministry of christianity the bible and on topics inspiring
christians to lead virtuous and happy lives murray spent most of his life
imparting the word of god in churches throughout south africa and in
the 1880s became an important figure in the founding of the south
african general mission
The Cross of Christ 2002 for the past two thousand years the cross
has been a powerful symbol of the christian faith and an anchor of its
symbol system in this volume a group of distinguished scholars delves
into the theologies and spiritualities of the cross at select moments in
the tradition they examine biblical texts and commentaries lectionaries
liturgical poetry sermons and theological spiritual treatises in paul the
early liturgy origen augustine and bonaventure each chapter provides a
window into how particular contexts influenced the interpretation of
the cross and how the cross functioned in each unique historical moment
originally presented at saint mary s college these papers offer a fresh
and distinctive approach to the literature on the cross the authors
historical perspective points to the tradition as a transforming agent
for theology and spirituality today contributors elizabeth a dreyer
jerome murphy o connor nathan d mitchell peter j gorday john cavadini
here is a book that will interest liturgists and christian educators
university and seminary students and members of religious orders
although scholarly in tone can be read with profit by adult educated
christians as well
The Cross in Christian Tradition 2023-04-14 by relating the cross to
the life of the believer l e maxwell shows how an understanding of our
identification with christ in his death and resurrection can lead to a life



of consecration and discipline living in the perspective of the cross will
enable you to have both victory over sin and power in your life
Embraced by the Cross 2007-12-18 reprint of the original first
published in 1872 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical
books as reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or
inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them
available to the public so that they do not get lost
The Foot of the Cross 2008 one of today s most popular and respected
catholic writers presents the first guide to the new stations of the
cross reflecting the revisions made by pope john paul ii a traditional
devotion for catholics for more than four hundred years the stations of
the cross commemorates the route jesus traveled from being sentenced to
death crucified and then buried in a borrowed tomb on the outskirts of
jerusalem in the past the devotion included a number of stations based on
popular stories of piety and devotion but not mentioned in the gospels
over the past eight years however pope john paul ii has made substantial
changes to the devotion in his good friday celebrations of the stations
removing those not found in the bible and replacing them with stations
that more accurately follow scriptural accounts of christ s passion
the revised stations of the cross focuses on the condemned jesus and on
the community walking the way with him to the cross unrelieved by
stories like veronica s wiping blood off the face of jesus and his meeting
with his mother this is a story of an execution the new stations deal
directly with the pain suffering betrayal and injustice to which jesus was
subjected in explaining his reasons for revising the stations the pope has
said that the alterations are intended to serve as a model for other
devotions and to encourage the return to the scriptures as the source
of and inspiration for contemporary worship in this helpful
authoritative guide megan mckenna presents the fourteen new stations
with the scriptural passages that pope john paul ii uses on good friday
she also provides a basic introduction to the practices and reflections
on the importance of the devotion for present day catholics and
episcopalians
The New Stations of the Cross 1997-08-01 it is basic to the christian
understanding of theology history and every other field of knowledge
indeed it is an issue so vast and significant that few books even attempt
to span the broad spectrum of topics it raises
The Cross of Christ 2017-03-19 trusted author warren w wiersbe
contemplates how christ approached his death and what his words from
the cross mean to us today intriguing for preachers and laypeople alike



The Cross of Jesus 1997-06-01 journey to the cross is a fictional tale
that takes readers from our lord s birth to the crucifixion told through
the eyes of his beloved friend the donkey
Closer to the Cross 2009-02-26 pickett explores how paul appealed
to the death of jesus in the corinthian correspondence in order to
promote a community ethos and ethic consistent with the ideals and
values it symbolized in so doing paul was responding to interpersonal
conflicts within the community and criticisms of his ministry criticisms he
saw as founded on graeco roman cultural values of the cultivated
elite his consistent emphasis on the weakness of the cross served to
critique social expressions of power in corinth more constructively paul
attempted to secure conduct befitting the gospel by invoking the death
of jesus as a symbol of other regarding behaviour
Journey to the Cross 2004 in jesus walk to the cross and his
subsequent resurrection dawson mcallister says jesus paid for our sins
and gave hope and meaning to our lives but in order to fully appreciate
and apply these exciting truths christians must grasp the full
significance of christ s life and ministry in looking more closely at the
walk christ took to the cross both literally and figuratively readers
will come to a dramatic and life changing understanding of the great
sacrifice jesus made offering readers a startling and powerful look at
the passion a walk with christ to the cross is a pivotal read those who
take it to heart will never be the same
The Cross in Corinth 2016-05-20 the way of the cross at jerusalem
known as the via dolorosa or via crucis marks jesus path to his
crucifixion fourteen significant moments along the way are marked by a
station and saints throughout the ages confirm that meditating upon
the stations is most fruitful enabling you to make a pilgrimage to the
moment of jesus passion one such way of the cross is located just
outside catherine doherty s poustinia her cabin her desert from the
earliest days of her apostolic life catherine daily made this pilgrimage
with jesus christ and his mother walking with them suffering with them
taking up the cross on the way to crucifixion and resurrection catherine
s diaries writings and life brim with meditations lessons and insights
gained from her spiritual pilgrimages to golgotha we offer to you some
of these personal meditations from catherine s heart during her pilgrimage
along the way to guide you through your own pilgrimage to crucifixion
and resurrection this devotion begins with some of catherine s
meditations that you can pray to prepare your heart and focus your
mind before you make your way or to deepen your resolve after making



your way each station includes scripture reflections a meditation and
prayer from catherine and common public prayers accompanied by the
wood carvings of the stations that appear in the madonna house chapel
in combermere
A Walk with Christ to the Cross 2018-09-27 the publication of the
first edition of the cross our only hope in 2008 established it as a
foundational work of contemporary holy cross spirituality this
thoroughly revised edition which features many new contributions is a
must have for members of the congregation of holy cross its friends lay
collaborators benefactors and anyone interested in the spiritual
tradition of the religious order priests and brothers of the congregation
of holy cross including pastors teachers and administrators offer an
introduction to the rich vibrant spirituality of the congregation
through a series of daily reflections on the themes of holy cross
spirituality trust in god zeal compassion hope in the cross discipleship
and education in the faith this revised edition includes a new foreword a
new introduction by the authors new reflections new contributors
including more international contributors than the previous edition and
quotes from st andr� bessette who was canonized in 2010 the ministries
of the congregation of holy cross include ave maria press the university
of notre dame the university of portland stonehill college king s college
and many other holy cross schools and institutions around the world
The Stations of the Cross 2006-01-05 this book guides the reader
through a series of reflections on the stations of the cross which
recounts the final hours of the life of jesus christ the book has three
different versions of reflections based on the amount of time that the
reader has to pray and reflect within this ancient christian faith ritual
the workday version is meant for those who have less time due to the
obligations of their day the marian version is through the eyes of the
blessed mother the traditional version features longer reflections and
the traditional prayers after each station the book provides an
additional reflection on the risen jesus and the powerful effect that has
on each of us in a personal way through our own way of the cross in
our daily lives the work is accentuated by profoundly moving
illustrations completed by a team of talented artists which will help
the reader become immersed in a deeply personal reflection on the
unbelievable love that jesus displayed on his way to the cross each
reflection is uniquely suited and customized to meet the increasingly busy
lives that many of us lead it can also serve as a way to slow down
and take a prayer break from all of the chaos of the day the author and



the artists have agreed to donate all of the proceeds of the sales of
this book to acn aid to the church in need to assist the persecuted
christians in the nineveh plains region of the middle east these believers
have been brutally tortured displaced from their homes captured and
executed by isis over a period of several years please take a prayer
reflection journey with jesus and gain deeper meaning and understanding of
the power and redemption of the cross in a world full of violence and
unrest this is a great way to help others and offer prayers for peace in a
fallen society a brief history of the stations of the cross is included as
well as some background from the author on the importance of this
prayer devotion an accompanying wooden art set will be sold
separately which will allow the faithful to pray the stations of the
cross along with the book in their homes as a family or with a family
member or friend who is home bound or sick
The Cross, Our Only Hope 2015-07-31 viladesau focuses on poetry
and the visual arts as he seeks to understand the beauty of the cross as
it developed in theology and art from the early christian era through the
middle ages
Reflections on the Passion: A Modern Guide to the Stations of the
Cross: A Modern Guide to the Stations of the Cross of Our Lord Jesus
Christ 1965 one word on the publication of this little work and the
unexpected success it has obtained how did the idea of this book occur
to us who arranged the unforeseen circumstances to which it owes its
origin why does a work destined to reawaken the faith of the catholic
world in the sign of the cross appear at this time and not two or three
centuries ago why is it that until now no pope thought of attaching a
spiritual favor to that formula the most venerable most ancient and
most customary of our religion how is it that amidst so many
solicitudes pius ix has deigned to listen to our feeble voice and hastened
to admonish the christians of our day to have recourse as frequently as
possible to the sign of the cross conformably to the example of their
primitive ancestors aeterna press
The Beauty of the Cross 2023-03-20 explores the new testament
books showing what each contributes to our understanding of the
atonement
The Sign of the Cross in the Nineteenth Century 2019-07-25 reprint of
the original first published in 1872 the publishing house anatiposi
publishes historical books as reprints due to their age these books may
have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books
and make them available to the public so that they do not get lost



The Cross in the New Testament 2020-06-01 the riveting journey of
author and poet seth irving as he delves deep into life s mysteries turning
over every rock to find out the enigmas of god along this epic journey
seth discovers much about the world around him as well as himself and
the god that is making him new each day his journey to manhood symbolic
to man s journey to god in poetic rhythm seth confounds himself and
readers everywhere with a kinetic soul search that brings all things full
circle as he himself comes ever so inquisitively to the cross of jesus
christ as the testing of a boy life will take a man through changes as
the forming of a man in his image god will shape us
From The Flag to The Cross 2022-09-15 discover how the cross
delivers everything the world needs most freedom forgiveness justice and
purpose we long for them in our lives and in the world the cross delivers
them yet sometimes we are so familiar with the cross that it loses its
impact on us we forget that jesus death on the cross and his
resurrection are the most important events in human history and our
lives the cross is the fulfillment of god s salvation plan promised from
the dawn of time it is central to the bible central to our faith and
central to the meaning and purpose of our lives this foundational book
looks at passages from both the old and new testaments to sum up the
victory of the cross in four words freedom forgiveness justice and
purpose and what that means for us personally marvel at the cross
afresh and be moved to love and serve the lord jesus with renewed zeal
and joy this short yet profound book is a very useful discipleship tool it
can be read individually in pairs or in small groups
Coming To The Cross 2002-07-08 parables of the cross is a didactic
look at the parables in the bible i lillias trotter explores openly and
indiscriminately the lessons to be divined from the most famous book in
the world excerpt there was deep insight in those old words for man s
natural thought of death is that of a dreary ending in decay and
dissolution and from his standpoint he is right death as the punishment of
sin is an ending but far other is god s thought in the redemption of the
world he takes the very thing that came in with the curse and makes it
the path of glory death becomes a beginning instead of an ending for it
becomes the means of liberating a fresh life
The Cross in Four Words 2014-02-28 down through the years many
books have been written to help us plumb the depth of sin to help us
understand the significance of calvary today there is a dearth of
writings about the cross and particularly about the seven times that
jesus spoke from the cross these utterances of christ are known as the



�seven last words of jesus� or �the seven words of the cross � yet in a
most striking way the words of jesus from the cross tell us the
essential meaning of christ s coming and death this book on christ s
words from the cross is shared with the deep desire that readers may see
not only the centrality of the cross for salvation but also the
centrality of the cross in enabling us to live the christ life these
messages were written to help the reader identify with the cross for
salvation but they do not stop there they also insist on an
identification with the cross to the point that we die to the old life and
walk in a newness of life
Parables of the Cross 2023-08-29 the missionary among moslems to
whom the cross of christ is a stumbling block and the atonement
foolishness is driven daily to deeper meditation on this mystery of
redemption and to a stronger conviction that here is the very heart of
our message and our mission the secret of the missionary passion if the
cross of christ is anything to the mind it is surely everything the most
profound reality and the sublimest mystery one comes to realize that
literally all the wealth and glory of the gospel centres here the cross
is the pivot as well as the centre of new testament thought it is the
exclusive mark of the christian faith the symbol of christianity and its
cynosure the more unbelievers deny its crucial character the more do
believers find in it the key to the mysteries of sin and suffering we
rediscover the apostolic emphasis on the cross when we read the gospel
with moslems we find that although the offence of the cross remains its
magnetic power is irresistible the following chapters are the result of
meditations on the passion of our lord and his death on the cross in the
midst of men who deny the historicity of the crucifixion and the necessity
of the atonement but the moslem is not alone in his denial the message of
the cross has always been an outrage and a scandal a superfluity of
foolishness to the worldly wise yet it is christ on the cross who will
finally draw all men to himself under the shadow of the cross is rest and
peace the glory of the cross is as real as its shame and to meditate on
the shame is to see the glory the cross interprets sin and righteousness
and love it is the power of god and the wisdom of god its shadow is the
longest shadow in the world because it fell even on the resurrection
morning he showed them his hands and his side did he ever show them to
you then were the disciples glad when they saw the scars of the risen
lord but god forbid that i should glory save in the cross of our lord
jesus christ by whom the world is crucified unto me and i unto the world
galatians 6 14 samuel marinus zwemer 1867 1952 samuel zwemer was



called to preach the gospel to muslims and he is without doubt the
greatest missionary to the islamic world on june 28 1890 he began his
mission sailing from the united states on a dutch liner the obdam zwemer
stopped in europe to meet with other evangelical groups and then
traveled to beirut zwemer traveled throughout much of the muslim
world proclaiming the gospel of jesus including the balkans india china
africa the middle east
Testimony of Triumph 2016-10-04 i chose the title come to the cross
from listening to the sermons of the great evangelist billy graham these
words really spoke to me but what does come to the cross really mean
imagine that you were standing there witnessing the crucifixion of jesus
as the apostle john was on that day imagine if you could hear all the
sounds that john heard with all the people screaming and others wailing
in sorrow what if you could actually hear the words jesus spoke from
the cross with the smell of his blood in the air what would it be like to
look into the eyes of jesus as he gasped for breath knowing that he was
enduring all this torture and pain so that you could be set free from all
your sin i believe that no one could look upon this and not be changed
forever history has proven that this event took place exactly as the
bible tells us it did anyone can now travel to israel today and stand at
the place of his crucifixion god inspired me to write this book to help
people understand who god is and why jesus had to suffer and die so
those who believe in him can receive eternal life with him in his kingdom
forever let your mind ponder this awhile we are now living on the eve of
the darkest times the world will ever know jesus called this time the
beginning of sorrows the time is at hand to come to the cross surrender
your life and receive the salvation that christ gave his life for
The Glory of the Cross 2017-01-16 recovery of paul and luther s
theology of the cross has been an enduring legacy of twentieth century
theology and in our own day the topic has continued to expand as more
and more global voices join the conversation the array of literature
produced on the cross and its theological significance can be
overwhelming in this readable and concise introduction robert saler
provides an overview of the key motifs present in theologians seeking to
understand how the cross of jesus christ informs the work of theology
ministry and activism on behalf of victims of injustice today he also
demonstrates how theology of the cross can be a lens through which to
understand crucial questions of our time related to the nature of
beauty god s redemption and the forces which seek to overwhelm both
ranging from luther and bonhoeffer to james cone and feminist theologians



saler makes this literature accessible to all who wish to understand
how the cross shapes christian claims about god and god s work on
behalf of the world
Come To The Cross 1944 as christians we know that easter is perhaps
the most important day of the year but when we wake up on easter
sunday we often struggle to grasp the significance of the day and find
ourselves on the outside of the celebration looking in journey to the
cross moves us closer to the heart of easter through forty days of
bible readings prayers of confession and thanksgiving and daily
devotional readings this forty day devotional takes a deeper look into
six central themes of the christian life repentance humility suffering
lament sacrifice and death journey to the cross moves beyond doing
penance and helps christians focus on christ s sacrifice for us the real
meaning of easter and the reason we celebrate journey to the cross
serves as a combined liturgical guide and devotional presenting a call to
worship confessional gospel reading and daily devotional with
application this compact devotional guide meets the needs of christians
who want to prepare their hearts for easter but don t know how and it
answers the growing desire of many to be connected to the broader
history of the church at its heart lent is all about jesus his suffering
and sacrifice all powered by his love for his people taking the time to
meditate on the cross will give readers the opportunity to re center
their hearts reframe their lives and rekindle their love for christ this
easter
Theologia Crucis 1967
Journey to the Cross
Seven Words to the Cross
In Search of the Cross
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